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Abstract

This interview explores the story behind Colruyt, a Belgian company that over a twenty-five year
period evolved from a one-store-enterprise into Belgium's third largest food retail chain today
comprising some one hundred fifty stores. The company is unique on several dimensions - its
managerial structures and business processes were organized from the very start with information
technology in mind. During this interview Mr. Jo Colruyt, Chairman of the company's
Supervisory Board, returns time and again to a single dominant idea - the use of informationtechnology-based communication to create new possibilities, new organizational structures, new
relationships among the firm, and its employees, customers, and suppliers, and to bridge culture
differences. The interview should be of interest to managers and academics who practice or study
global business and business process reengineering.
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Jo Colruyt, Chairman of the Supervisory Board of NV Colruyt, presided over the evolution of
his original one-store enterprise into a highly profitable food retail chain currently comprising
sorne one hundred twenty stores located throughout Belgium. The company's success is
particularly noteworthy considering local business conditions - stringent and wide-ranging
governmental regulations, domination of the retailing industry by well-established large food
retailers, paper-thin profit margins, strict hierarchical managerial structures, and worker
representation by unions of diverging ideological persuasions with extensive influence at the
local and national levels of government.

An experience during the opening of the company's first store in 1965 exemplifies the ease with
which one can run afoul of govemment regulations - a government clerk belatedly discovered
that the firm was in violation of local zoning regulations which stipulated how far retail space
could be removed from public roadways. Strict compliance with the letter and the spirit of the
law would have left so little retail space that the store would have been effectively put out of
business.

The solution to this vexing problem was as simple as it was audacious - bring the store into
compliance with the letter of the law by reducing the shopping area while at the same time
permitting shoppers to help themselves in the stockroom. This arrangement, however, had its
limitation because store personnel could not assist customers while they were in the stockroom.
Hence, the firm adopted a store-wide punch-card-based sales policy - after each purchase
decision the customer would retrieve the sales item in question together with its punch card and
then would turn both over to the checkout clerk for processing. In 1987 the punch card was
abandoned and replaced by the universal product code. However, at the time of this changeover
the company's sales, reshelving, reordering, and other essential business activities were already
supported by punch-card-based information systems. In contrast to its competitors, where
implementing the universal product code required extensive software changes, Colruyt's
changeover to the universal product code meant little more than installing scanners.

The company's business formula - food items at discounted price levels coupled with an
aggressive punch-card-based informatization policy - was formulated to counter the effects of
a zoning ordinance which effectively restricted the area where store personnel could actively
assist customers. This zoning ordinance, which had initially been overlooked by a governmental
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clerk, was enforced at a time when physical changes to the building would have been
exceedingly expensive. In other words, the company's business formula that brought the store
inio compliance with the zoning regulations, originated almost by accident. The business
formula's fortuitous nature not withstanding, its implementation centered on notions that today
are often heard in the context of business process reengineering.

Several issues stand out with respect to the company's evolution into what is now the third
largest Belgian food retail chain. First, Jo Colruyt's philosophical views were essential to the
company's thirty-year-long business success. His views, which were rooted in a natural bent
toward matters of the spirit, were shaped by his pre-World War II formal training in the Belgian
Catholic school system and by his post-World II informal training in Marxism in Paris, France.
Thus, while considering any action or strategy, Colruyt focuses first on the cultural, behavioral,
and communicative aspects, and only then on information technology (IT) as a means to
implementation.

Colruyt grasped early on the need for worker participation, decision making, and empowerment.
It should be self-evident that these concepts are difficult to bring about in a work environment
that is governed by strict hierarchical structures and hostile relations between management and
the unions. To effect the aforementioned objectives signalled a need for cultural change on two
fronts - first, a culture of blindly following directives had to be transformed into a culture of
personal initiative, risk taking, and decision making; second, relations with the union had to be
managed by discourse which was attuned to the union's ideological persuasion.

A further example of the need to consider culture is rooted in the company's presence in the
Flemish-speaking and French-speaking parts of Belgium. As one member of upper management
stated, language is a determinative factor of an individual's cultural, educational, and political
experiences. Thus, even though language is needed to establish understanding and consensus
between individuals, it also places limits on what can be expressed and communicated. To help
bridge the gap between Flemish-speaking and French-speaking individuals, professionally trained
translators ensure that company documents aze available in both languages. The shift toward full
worker participation was greatly helped by the company employing few individuals who,
moreover, were acutely aware that their livelihood and the firm's success were inextricably
linked. As the firm expanded, great care was taken to ensure that new-hires would fit in with
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the corporate culture. Once hired, a person could enrol in any of the company's extensive range
of training programs that, among other things, introduced employees to corporate culture,
inlerpersonal communication, decision making, and personal development.

As mentioned earlier, IT is used to support individuals in their day-to-day activities. One of the
most intriguing example of IT's supportive role is a company-wide computer-based system for
the dissemination of information. First, the system captures and permanently stores on optical
disk all information flows between employees and among employees and individuals outside the
company. Second, the system functions as an organizational memory which enables information
retrieval in ways that are exceedingly helpful to the individual's task performance. About 85qo
of the information stored by the system is available to any company employee. The fact that this
also includes union stewards is indicative of the openness under which the company operates.
The firm's innovative business practices, including job rotation, and job enlargement and
enrichment, and the extensive informatization of all essential business activities were never
approved by the unions. It was feared that Colruyt's practices would act as a catalyst for the
informatization of all other corporate players in the retail industry. During the early 1980's
individuals connected with the unions published a research monograph which accused the
company of 'Taylorism.' The book's authors sought to show that informatization of essential
company activities led to a work atmosphere fundamentally at odds with individual freedom and
dignity.'- Many individuals at all levels within Colruyt reacted angrily to the unions' allegations.
Some Colruyt employees agreed with the unions' allegations; however, a vast majority disagreed
with the unions' charges. These employees' reactions, whether critical or supportive of the
company, were published in book form and made available to the general public. The incident
taught the company a valuable lesson - no longer a minor player, the company could not
continue to focus solely on its internal operations without also giving considerable attention to
its public relations.
The opinions expressed during this interview cover a wide range of topics - the firm's relations
with its customers, its employees, the unions, and governmental agencies. However, the
interview's leitmotif is how to fashion corporate strategies and modes of operating that are

Z Adele, B., Martens, A., Tordeur, G., van der Smissen, E., and van Muelenaer, G. (1984)
Dossier Colruyt, Antwerp, Belgium: EPO.
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appropriate in light of contextual and cultural factors. Hence, this interview should be of interest
to managers and academics interested in global business and business process reengineering
issues. Those seeking to improve their chances of success in today's global market do well to
consider the experiences, thoughts, and opinions of someone who has survived under turbulent
economic, social, and cultural conditions. In fact, the interviewee has thrived under conditions
that are unmistakingly postmodern - characterized as they are by ambiguity, paradox,
discontinuity, fragmentation, and contradiction.

The interview was conducted in the Flemish language and in Mr. Jo Colruyt's office at the
Colruyt headquarters in Halle, Belgium by Marius Janson and Tharsi Taillieu.
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Strategy-Driven Informatization versus Information-Driven Strategy

Marius Ja~ison: As you contrast the N.V. Colruyt with other companies, what stands out? How
does the N.V. Colruyt differ from other companies?

Jo Colruvt: Well, first of all, we started with one discount store in 1965 with the deliberate
adoption of information technology. Our thinking - the eventual amval of large computers is a
certainty and we therefore should organize the entire sales function around the computer. Using
information technology in all business aspects required corporate structures that were based on
a totally new business rationale and this made us different from our competitors who inserted
information technology into already existing organizational structures where it then met with
serious resistance if not outright hostility.

Information technology in ] 965 meant an IBM 360-20 in our headquarters and a tabulating
machine in the store. Yet, even this primitive technology had important business consequences
on employee selection, customer service, and product assortment. First, the employee we needed
did not fit the mold of the traditional lady at the store's checkout because that person would be
unable to work with the computer. Second, the tabulating machine at the checkout station made
it possible to provide the customer a unique service - a detailed description of his or her
purchases. Third, relying on information technology excluded certain products from our
assortment - even today we do not sell items to which we cannot affix a bar code. Well, again,
we were and still are different from our competition because we organized our business around
information technology right from the start.

Tharsi Taillieu: We observed [that stores] post unit price information on an item-by-item-basis.
The advantage [of informatization] was that Colruyt could post unit pricing some twenty years
ahead of the competition. Was this a fortuitous byproduct of informatization?

Jo Colruyt: A fortuitous byproduct? Certainly not, it was a deliberate choice! Because we were
upstarts we had to define our niche by offering the customer services unavailable from our
competition. One of our services is the information-technology-supported contract with the
customer - to be less expensive than our competition, under any and all circumstances and on
each and every sales item. We maintain a centrally located data base on the pricing policies and
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promotional campaigns of every competitor located within a twenty-mile radius of each of the
one hundred twenty Colruyt stores. You should also know that each of our stores has the
flexibility to adjust its prices in response to local competitive pressures.

What makes all this a reality is the largest computer software application that we have developed
and implemented. It is maintained by twenty employees who track pricing policies and special
sales promotion of our competition. In short, pricing policies at Colruyt differ from store to
store. Despite our best efforts to stay abreast of the competition omissions do occur and,
therefore, our stores are outfitted with red phones which customers use to report: 'I saw this or
that product priced lower in a store belonging to the competition.' The customer is then returned
the price difference plus a small cash bonus for his trouble and, within twenty-four hours, our
prices are adjusted to again beat the competition.

The contract with the customer has important business consequences - our prices are not cost
driven, they reflect the pricing policies of the competition. If we can no longer beat the
competition on price while making a profit we drop that item from our assortment. Before taking
this step, though, we offer our suppliers an option - lower your price or lose us as a customer.

Outsourcing versus Insourcing Information Services

Tharsi Taillieu: I recall that executives of competing firms considered Colruyt's informatization
budgets dangerously excessive.

Jo Colruyt: Yes they did. At one time we use a centralized top-down approach to informatization
project planning and budgeting. This approach seemed appropriate, it worked during the early
stages of informatization. Eventually it caused a crises! Information systems professionals have
their own ideas about what the users need which then leads to information systems no one uses.
The result - top management starts authorizing enormous informatization budgets without having
the slightest idea whether these allocations are justified.

Today we start most informatization projects at the request of the user - this can be a checkout
clerk, a district manager, or a store manager. The user describes how the information system will
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improve job performance, calculates the system's contribution to the company's bottom line,
estimates its development and annual system maintenance expenses, and specifies the financial
resources he or she is willing to contribute toward the system's development. This request is
then submitted to a steering committee comprising high level managers, endusers, and
information specialists.

A marketing manager's request for an information system to help mount a publicity campaign
is submitted together with a clear and straightforward cost-benefit analysis. The steering
committee would find it difficult to reject a request for an information system which shows a
positive cost-benefit analysis. The only concern left here is the believability of the cost-benefit
figures. Ultimately, this issue is resolved by judging the reliability of the person behind the
estimates. You can always determine a person's reliability by checking estimates for previous
software projects.

Well, in short, this software budgeting procedure was implemented twenty years ago with the
explicit purpose of controlling information system cost. Yet, contrary to our expectations, the
financial resources allocated to informatization projects have increased enormously. During the
last decade we have experienced annual informatization budgets in excess of thirteen million
dollars which amounts to twenty percent of before tax profits.

Do you grasp the important implications [of this method?]. [It is a] shift from centralized to
decentralized decision making concerning informatization projects and, yet, retaining some
measure of upper management control. But one thing is clear - upper management can and
should delegate decision making to the lowest possible level, but upper management cannot and
should not delegate accountability for the company's resource expenditures. Yet I know of large
organizations that still have not gotten the message!

Because of these huge outlays the role of the information systems department and outsourcing
of application development and operations have been debated vigorously. We concluded that
outsourcing inevitably leads to a loss of control and, instead of outsourcing, we have created an
independent software house that develops our information systems but which also competes for
business on the open market.
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Philosophy-Driven Management

Murius Janson: While reading your white papers' I was surprised - you appear equally well
versed with religious, socialist, and Marxist theories. How do you explain this interest in theories
that in a general sense are at odds with the profit motive?

Jo Cofruvt: I attended catholic schools until my eighteenth year. During this period I gained a
broad understanding of religious concepts and ideas. After leaving school I moved to Paris,
France, where I lived from 1946 until 1947. Right after WW II, thus before the 1948 communist
takeover in Czechoslovakia, many looked up to Stalin. I joined a communist cell which was
organized by French university students.
While adjusting to Parisian life I was also confronted with Marxist philosophy. I immersed
myself in the movement and worked diligently to understand its philosophy. In essence, I learned
a completely new language [with which to interpret my life world]. The experience changed my
entire way of thinking. At he end of WW II I had leamed about Stalin's crimes from Polish
soldiers who took part in liberating Flanders from the Germans. Despite the close camaraderie
among my cell members, this knowledge ultímately prevented me from totally embracing
communism. I observed that Marxist ideology is intensely rational to the point of creating among
its adherents a deep-felt need for human contact. Thus even though communication may be
impossible, an empathy for the individual is always possible. Few young people today will have
any interest in Marxism. But right after WW II, in France which was intellectually dominated
by Sartre, these political issues were constantly discussed. It all happened when I was eighteen
and nineteen years old, and experiences at that age resonate throughout the rest of your life. On
the other hand, the experience was not lost on me - during a fifteen-year period I had employees
who were Marxist union members. I was able to keep the discussion with these employees going
because I placed it in the context of Marxist ideology.
Marius Janson: When you refer to keeping the discussion with the employees going what exactly
do you mean by that? Would it not be the union's responsibility to inform and discuss matters
with the employees?
~ Colruyt, J. 'Bureaucracy', in: There are no Gentlemen Here, Sir, T. Penneman, ed., Halle,
Belgium: Druco, 66-70.
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Jo Colruti~t: Yes, absolutely! But consider the new personnel director. More even than was the
case with his predecessor, I have advised him -'Be careful, [don't fall into the trap] don't forget
tlie employees while negotiating with the union's management! As a group, the union's top
management is enormously trained in negotiation and communication skills! Because, and let's
not fool ourself, the union wants to inform the employees about its negotiations with the
company.

Marius Janson: What is that - are you concerned that the union wants to play the gatekeeper
concerning the information the union rank and file receive?

Jo Colruti~t: You bet I am! The company should keep the communícation channels to the
employees firmly in hand. Of course the unions should do likewise. But the unions should never
get the exclusive right to communicating with the employees. As a company, your lost if that
were to occur! That is exactly what happened in the [Belgian] steel industry, upper management
started to feel superior vis-a-vis the working masses. The result - working people were informed
solely by the unions. It was the deathblow for the steel industry, a rea] catastrophe!

Rationality and Nonrationality: Two sides of the same coin

Marius Janson: You just mentioned the rational aspect of Marxism. Would you say some more
about rationality?

Jo Colrui~t: I believe in launching and testing hypotheses and I view it as the only way to gain
understanding. Hypotheses used to be formed by single individuals. Today, we need collective
hypotheses which are created by groups consisting of twenty, fifty, or a hundred individuals.
However, there are dangers associated with group hypotheses. Initial business success based on
a collective hypothesis can turn into failure when its underlying business assumptions no longer
hold. Consider the unions; they have operated with the same hypothesis for fifty years. In
today's world that old hypothesis has lost much of its validity.

Tharsi Taillieu: How do you debunk outworn collective hypotheses in the Colruyt organization?
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Jo Colruyt: [You do that] in an atmosphere of open and frank discussion where there always
exists the possibility that someone remarks 'We have always analyzed this problem one way,
how about looking at it differently?' The group builds a new Gestalt and suddenly one has two,
three new hypotheses with which to interpret a situation. I feel most comfortable with three
hypotheses; [because] that creates freedom, and freedom creates choice.

Tharsi Taillieu: Marius Janson and I had a discussion yesterday on why you speak in terms of
Marxist and other philosophies. Is it because you need a framework for making matters clear to
others?

Jo Colruyt: Humans make sense of their world through abstract models; without these reality is
too complicated. [Similarly], to understand society one needs multiple models - economic theory,
social theory, capitalism, Marxism, Maoism, and so on. I think these [philosophical systems]
embody a collective intelligence which is activated by open and frank communication.
Communication among individuals occurs at meetings, on the telephone, and by using Colruyt's
computer-supported system for information dissemination (ISID) are all key to company success.

Marius Janson: What you just said about models is quite interesting. It seems that you view
them as windows onto world. Taking this metaphor one step further would imply that
interpreting reality is model dependent. Do you ever encounter people who find the idea
disturbing?

Jo Colruyt: Yes some do! Yet many individuals also learn to appreciate that multiple models
imply freedom of choice. I'll demonstrate this point with a practical example - I attend steering
committee meetings where teams present [their] modelling results. These presentations are first
class, naturally. [But] to make decisions I need to shake up the assumptions that underlie the
model. In fact I regard coming up with alternative assumptions is one of the very few talents that
I have. The team may respond with 'Yes but these new assumptions invalidate our modelling
results.' I ask the team to rework the problem using these new modelling assumptions. Then,
after comparing the results of both models, I often suggest a third model. Well, you understand
the team's reaction '... what misfortune befell us with a boss like that!'
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Changing assumptions does create ambiguity which makes some individuals very anxious. I try
reassure that anxious person by telling him that he has done a fine and marvellous piece of
work. However, and this time just for the fun of it, let's reevaluate the problem using a different
hypothesis. Frequently, the idea of being playful is sufficient to bring someone around and
convince him that his professional prestige is not questioned. Well, at times even [the playful
aspect] does not work.

Marius Janson: Would it be accurate to say that your perspective on the world is unique
compared to the views of other Belgian chief executives?

Jo Colruyt: No, definitely not! Only the models I use are unique. The world itself is what it is;
I had no say in that. Likewise, I did not create Colruyt; that would have required making five
thousand individuals function as one person. My involvement has been [the launching of]
launching models. There is something else; it would be preposterous to assume that I could make
the people of Brabant do anything against their will.y

Marius Janson: Yes, but you did launch the models which influence how individuals interpret
the world.

Jo Colruyt: Well alright, if you insist! I did affect them but then, on the other hand, they also
affected and changed me. But, when all is said and done, it is they who created [the thing which
we now call] Colruyt. I did no more than enable my people [to function].

Marius Janson: You mentioned rational action by informed individuals. Tell some more about
the connection between decision making and rationality.

Jo Colruyt: Yes, decision making on rational grounds; [it] is very important to the success [of
the] business. But it is also absolutely necessary to go beyond rationality and to consider human
emotion and intuition. A warehouse manager would not be up to the job without a balance of
rationality and emotionality. Operating the warehouse efficiently calls for rational action, but

4 Land of Brabant refers to what once was the duchy of Brabant. Today a nostalgic term
which identifies a people that is proud and stubborn.
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dealing with warehouse clerks and their unions has more to do with emotionality than rationality.
Combining the rational with the non-rational, the emotional, and the intuitive requires additional
knowledge. That is why Colruyt spends enormous resources on company-sponsored seminars
which focus on group dynamics, social and communication skills, assertiveness training, and so
on.

Pushing someone to be painstakingly rational is irresponsible if [it is] not counter-balanced by
nonrational, emotional and the intuitive aspects. I personally know of an extremely intelligent,
rational, [and unemotional] employee who went home and injured several family members. That
was the most intelligent individual we ever employed but he lost it! Well again, high levels of
informatization and rationalization go hand-in-hand and need to be balanced by a respect for and
attention to emotionality, intuition, or religiosity.

Organizational Development and Privacy

Mnrius Janson: You just mentioned company-sponsored training seminars that make employees
aware of their emotionality and, I presume, how to satisfy them. I wonder if it is possible to deal
with emotionality in a seminar without also infringing on an employee's basic right to privacy.

Jo Colruvt: Well, yes, I think that is possible. First, it is up to the employee whether or which
seminar to attend. No one is pressured into attending seminars. Moreover, attendees get written
assurances that the seminar concerns interpersonal relations and not skill improvement. The
objective here is to enhance the individual's capacity for creating satisfactory interpersonal
relations and achieving higher degrees of self-actualization. The seminar focuses on personal
issues such as: Who am I? How do I interact with myself and others? If a seminar's outcome
is an employee who writes poems and nothing more, that would be fine.
To state the issue differently - we don't go 'American Style,' that is to say, we don't try to
create 'Winners.' To do that would go against a basic respect for someone's individuality.
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Marius Janso~i: Alright, but I presume that attending many company-sponsored seminars does
create an intense identification with and commitment to the company. How do you square this
with respect for the individual's privacy?

Jo Colr~ryt: Well, yes, commitment to the company but with one important stipulation - this
organization should be open to change. It cannot continue to operate as it once did; it has to alter
its philosophy because its members are changed - the company is the people. Any attempt by
upper management to stick with the same outdated operating philosophy would, well, lead to a
revolt. This is precisely the rationale for requiring members of upper management to attend the
seminar.

Corporate Culture, Power, Coercion, and Freedom

Tharsi Taillieu: It seems that no member of the organization could elect not to participate or not
to be assertive.
Jo Colruyt: Yes, absolutely! The person has to participate in a very real way, or else the
individual is placed on the sidelines; or even worse - he is singled out or rejected! A
nonparticipative individual gets run underfoot by in a competitive environment. Yes, well, I
would say that it is difficult for me to be definitive on this score. It strikes me that survey-based
studies are needed to get a clearer insight into this issue.

Marius Janson: I think that 'having to participate' can be rather stressful to employees. How do
you spot a stressed-out individual and what is done about it?
Jo Colruyt: Oh, it is not difficult to spot stressed-out employees - they no longer actively
participate, process information, or communicate. This is not surprising, because to be a good
communicator requires self-confidence and an ability to absorb stress.

I mentioned earlier that rationality and emotionality are needed for decision making. Individuals
need a feeling for humour to place situations in perspective. If someone during a decision-
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making meeting gets stressed-out much can be done with humour. This is why sensitivity,
assertiveness, and gestalt training are important.

It is not uncommon to hear someone to say 'I am totally discouraged; you have backed me into
a corner!' This individual makes his emotions the topic of discussion. You should understand
this; it should be possible always to make emotions the topic of interest! If others understand
someone's emotional state that does create a bond, a human bond! Put differently; the rational
and the emotional go hand-in-hand. When individuals have to be painstakingly rational that is
exactly the moment that emotions come into the picture.

Marius Janson: Would say that work life at Colruyt is politicized? If this were in fact true, how
do you rein in any negative aspects such as individual self-promotion and power grabbing?

Jo Colruvt: Who should do that and how should it be done?

Marius Janson: Well, yes, it seems to me that there are occasions when someone has to step in
to counter negative development.

Jo Colruyt: Yes, yes, agreed ...! But who should do that? Certainly not I or upper management!
That way, upper management would only become more and more powerful and that runs counter
the [notion] of self-empowered individuals.

Marius Jansori: Yes, I am thinking -

Jo Colruyt: Who should do it, who should check the negative effects, who to assign this task?
Any suggestions?

Marius Janson: Well, perhaps, the individuals who are directly affected?

Jo Colruyt: Well, yes! Self-empowerment and, for that matter, informatization have positive and
negative aspects. They are the two sides of the same coin. You cannot have one while avoiding
the other. The ever increasing informatization of society has led to enormous complexities. What
comes to mind are juridical complexities concerning environmental protection and, then, there
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is so much else! All these imply organizations which are in constant states of adjustment and
that can no longer be directed from the top.

Communication

Tharsi Taillieu: It is interesting what you just said about top management no longer directing
the organizations. But how does upper management stay informed about what is going on?

Jo Colruvt: Well, of course, I am a member of a few steering groups but other than that, no one
informs me. And now you ask me how I stay informed! Well, there is the information system
for information dissemination (ISID). Thus, for example, when I check into the office, I turn my
the monitor and I might start reading all the memoranda members of upper management have
received and sent out. That can be some two hundred memoranda. I scan these rather quickly
and it gives me good insight into issues or problems upper management is currently dealing
with. Then I make the rounds and discuss specific matters with the person in question. You see,
it is difficult to know what to do, what should I as chairman of the supervisory board do? What
is my task, my responsibility? [laughing]

Worker Empowerment and Decision Making

Marius Janson: I would like to retum to decision making. How do individuals and groups
participate in this important activity?

Jo Colruyt: I am familiar with conflict and consensus approaches to decision making. We have
tried both without much success. I don't have a good explanation for [the lack of success]. Well,
be that as it many, our current approach comprises a few simple decision making rules:
1) Decisions are always made by a single individual.
2) The chair schedules the meeting. Meetings start and adjourn on time.
3) Decisions are never made during a meeting.
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I cannot stress this enough - decisions are always made by a single individual. I have no faith
in decision making by group consensus. Such decisions always become a little of this and a little
of that - it has all the makings of a catastrophe!

Throughout the meeting the chair keeps hammering on -'Is it necessary to make a decision?
Who will make that decision?' It could be the chair; but it is not uncommon for someone else
to take on the responsibility or for meeting attendees to appoint someone. Decisions are never
made during a meeting - that would preclude careful contemplation. All affected individuals are
informed of a decision before it is implemented. In other words, there is a grace period which
enables feedback. Decisions that meet with adverse reactions are reconsidered and, where
necessary, revised.
Meetings start and end on schedule - when [meetings are] allowed to drag on beyond the
scheduled time of adjournment it always ends in conflict. The chair schedules a follow up
meeting to deal with any unresolved issues.

Tharsi Taillieu: Do these procedures have drawbacks? If so, what are the drawbacks and how
are they resolved?
Jo Colruvt: Yes, of course; there always are drawbacks! Some decision makers do play games
with the rules. Some purposefully shorten the time period within which the decision can be
revised. In some of these instances it is possible to reverse the decision retroactively and thereby
avoid any ill effects. Equally likely are situations where revision is impossible as, for example,
contracts with external suppliers have been made.

Marius Janson: It seems that Colruyt's decision making procedures combine aspects of multiple
models with practice.
Jo Colruyt: Multiple models - yes I think that is the reality! Experience taught us that these
procedures are in tune with the mentality of the Flemish here in Brabant. You should take these
regional differences into account. The [aforementioned] procedures may not be in tune with the
mentality of people in other regions of Belgium. In one region decision making takes the form
of a parliamentary debate. Individuals first stake out their positions during lengthy discussions
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which focus on individual principles. Stating one's principles, it is important! Only after that do
we get around to considering the decision needed. It goes without saying that all this lengthens
the decision making period.

Language, Fiction, and Reality

Marius Jansoii: You just stated the effects that regional and cultural differences impact decision
making. Practitioners and academics in the United States are currently pondering the implications
of cultural differences for global information systems. It is an important consideration could you
say more about the topic?
Tharsi Taillieu: Has the firm run into problems surrounding the 'language question?'

Jo Colruyt: In Belgium - the two languages do cause problems, but it has not taken on a political
nature. Still, you cannot simply translate from one language into another language - language
and words are models! Consider a concept represented by a Flemish word. This Flemish word
can be replaced by its French counterpart; yet that is not sufficient. It is of foremost importance
to consider the nuances or shades of ineaning. These nuances reflect upbringing, education,
culture, and politics.

Of course language complicates doing business. For example, we are presently erecting a large
new warehouse in the French speaking region of Belgium. To get it up and running we will staff
it by transferring three hundred Flemish-speaking clerks. Our objective is to replace these with
a French-speaking work force in a short period of time.
Marius Janson: In what ways do language differences complicate meetings?
Jo Colruyt: Each individual has the right to speak his native tongue. We use professional
translators in cases where meeting attendees are not bilingual. Also, each memo written in
Flemish is translated into French and vice versa. As a minimum requirement members of upper
management have to understand, but need not speak, Flemish and French. It should be selfevident that Colruyt employs a substantial number of professional translators.
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The topics you touched on during the interview remind me of past discussions with union
people. For me personally it always is a confrontation between cultures. That is why I advice
me,-nbers of the upper managerial team to read. They should read books! In fact, today any one
with an important function should read books because I see it is a way to understand culture!

Marius Janson: I would like to thank you for this interview. You have been exceptionally patient
with us! I have several concluding thoughts - throughout the interview we kept returning to
several concepts: 1) open communication in all directions and accessible to all employees, 2)
decisions are made by a single individual, and 3) any form of communication is stored in the
company's information system for information dissemination. As a result, it seems to me, little
room exits for defensive or offensive maneuvering such as posturing, deception, or any other
form of molding reality. Yet in day-to-day situations such strategies seem necessary or, at any
rate, are used by many. How does one motivate individuals not to use these ingrained ways of
dealing with the day-to-day of getting along with life?

Jo Colruyt: Not to use these strategies? They might still be used! I have discussed matters from
my point of view. Is what I told you the 'reality?' It is no more than my model of the Colruyt
organization. I stand behind my views, but I have no idea how other Colruyt members model
their reality. Do you grasp the point - you must not assume that I know the organization!
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